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Abstract

Detection of very high energy (VHE; >100 GeV) gamma rays from gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) has
been long awaited, in order for us to understand the mechanism of the GeV emission that is detected
by satellites such as Fermi-LAT. The MAGIC Collaboration made tremendous efforts to discover GRBs
expected to be shining at the VHE regime. The light-weight structure of the telescope enables a fast
rotation to direct the telescope to any point in the sky within 30 s. An automatic alert system filters
events with a large localization error, those with a small significance, or those with unfavorable conditions
such as a large zenith angle. After 15 years of efforts, on 14th January 2019, MAGIC succeeded to detect
gamma rays around TeV energies from GRB 190114C, with a significance over 50 sigma for the first 20
minutes of the observation. In this paper we describe the observation and data analysis we performed,
and brief theoretical interpretations of the results, such as the emission mechanisms and parameters that
can explain the VHE gamma-ray emission.
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1. Introduction

Gamma-ray Bursts (GRBs) are one of the most luminous
and transient astronomical objects in the Universe, de-
tected in X-ray and MeV gamma-ray energies. The ini-
tial, highly variable emission is called prompt emission.
The physical origin of the prompt emission is highly de-
bated. GRBs are classified into two categories according
to the duration of the prompt emission. Those with a
long duration (typically > 2 s) are called long GRBs,
wile those with a short duration, short GRBs. The ori-
gin of Long GRBs is confirmed to be the collapse of a
massive star accompanied with a supernova explosion.
On the other hand, that of Short GRBs is believed (but
not yet fully proved) to be a merger of binary neutron
star systems.

Following the prompt emission, another mechanism
produces a long-lasting electromagnetic emission in a
wider range of wavelengths from radio to GeV gamma
rays, called afterglow. It is well understood that the af-
terglow up to GeV is produced mainly by synchrotron

radiation of electrons, which are accelerated in external
shocks due to the collision of the jet with the ambient
inter-stellar material. The afterglow emission is observed
both for long and short GRBs.

The launch of the Fermi satellite, which found GeV
gamma-ray emission from hundreds of GRBs, enabled a
systematic study of the GeV emission mechanism. Al-
though the GeV emission of most GRBs is consistent
with synchrotron radiation, some GRBs indicated the
existence of an additional spectral component (Acker-
mann et al. 2014). However, due to a small detection
area, the statistics of the detected gamma rays is low,
and firm conclusions could not be drawn.

Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs),
such as H.E.S.S., MAGIC and VERITAS, have a larger
effective area and thus are much more sensitive in the
energy range above 10 GeV than gamma-ray satellites.
On the other hand, they have a small field of view of a
few degrees only, which makes it challenging to observe
transient phenomena such as GRBs. The observation



should be triggered by satellites, receiving alerts via thr
Gamma-ray Coordinates Network (GCN). Historically, a
hint of a detection was reported in even higher energy
range (∼TeV) by a surface array experiment, Milagrito
(Atkins et al. 2000). However, the claimed signal signif-
icance was controversial, and a more clear detection in
the very high energy (VHE) has been awaited for a long
time.

2. MAGIC telescopes

Major Atmospheric Gamma Imaging Cherenkov
(MAGIC) is a system composed of two IACTs of 17-m
diameter, located at 2200 m a.s.l. in the Observatorio
de Roque de los Muchachos, La Palma, Canaries, Spain.
The system has been stably operational with the two
telescopes since 2009, as an international collaboration
of more than 200 members from 12 countries. The
telescope sensitivity after the major upgrade in 2012
reaches at 0.66% of Crab Nebula flux above 220 GeV
(50 h observation) (MAGIC Coll. 2016).

The main features of MAGIC for the GRB observation
are its low energy threshold and fast slewing speed. Very
high energy (>10 GeV) gamma rays from astronomical
objects at cosmological distance suffer from an attenu-
ation by the Extragalactic Background Light (EBL). A
low energy threshold is crucial to minimize the effect of
the EBL and to increase the probability of VHE detec-
tion. MAGIC has an energy threshold of ∼ 50 GeV with
the nominal trigger, and ∼ 30 GeV with a special trig-
ger. This is the lowest threshold among the currently
operational IACTs. The other is the fast slewing speed
of about 7 degrees per second, enabling the telescopes
to slew to any source in the sky within 30 s. It requires
to design the telescope with a light-weight structure and
powerful motors. As such, MAGIC Collaboration has de-
fined GRB observation as one of the key programs since
the beginning of its operation.

2.1. Efforts to detect GRBs

The design and continuous operation of the telescope
hardware were not yet enough for the detection of a
GRB. During slewing to a source, a few other subsys-
tems like the discriminator thresholds for the photomul-
tipler tube signals, trigger system, and data acquisition,
should be prepared correctly.

Also, MAGIC Collaboration made a tremendous effort
to increase the duty cycle of the telescope operation, that
is far lower than that of the satellites. One is observa-
tions under moonlight (Ahnen et al. 2017). Even though
Moon is bright, MAGIC can observe by increasing the
discriminator thresholds to avoid a saturation of DAQ.
Analysis software routine has been prepared for such an
observation as well. The other is observations under ad-
verse weather conditions (Fruck & Gaug 2015). MAGIC

has its own LIDAR system to measure the distribution
of foggy layers in the sky, and even to correct the ob-
tained data for the transmission of the atmosphere. In
this way the duty cycle becomes a few times more than
that without the above systems.
Finally, for GRBs we need an active selection of the

received alerts, in order not to waste the telescope time
and effort with the observation of not promising alerts.
The so-called automatic alert system (Carosi et al. 2015;
Berti et al. 2017) implements a selection strategy that
has been continuously optimized both to maximize the
probability of the detection and to keep time slots for
other observations.

2.2. MAGIC GRBs

MAGIC has observed about 100 GRBs since the begin-
ning of the operation (as of the end of 2019). Table 1
shows the GRBs observed by MAGIC selected by two
conditions: known redshift lower than 1 and delay of the
observation less than an hour. After 15 years of obser-
vations, only a handful of GRBs have clearly favourable
conditions. The one with the fastest slewing and the
lowest redshift is GRB 160821B, which is a Short GRB
known to have a kilonova emission. MAGIC reported a
hint of detection from this GRB (Inoue et al. 2017). The
second closest in the table is GRB 190114C, the one of
interest in this paper. The other 2 GRBs are relatively
far and less luminous (as is typical for Short GRBs), and
observed with a longer delay, thus it is reasonable to see
no detection from them.

Table 1. MAGIC observed GRBs selected with z < 1 & delay < 1 hr

(ZA: Zenith Angle)

GRB Type Redshift Delay [s] ZA [deg]
061217 Short 0.83 786 59.9
100816A Short 0.80 1439 26.0
160821B Short 0.16 24 34.0
190114C Long 0.42 58 55.8

3. GRB 190114C

GRB 190114C is a Long GRB triggered by Swift-BAT,
with T90 being 361 s (Gropp et al. 2019). It is very bright
from the beginning, and its isotropic-equivalent energy
is almost a half of the famous monster GRB 130427A.
Its redshift is reported to be 0.4245 by NOT (Selsing
et al. 2019), which is the third closest GRB observed in
MAGIC1. After the second pulse in hard X-rays, around

*1 The second closest is GRB 160623A at z = 0.367, which is not

seen in Tab. 1 because the observation started with a delay of

7.6e4 s.



20 s after the BAT trigger. The X-ray light curve shows
quite smooth decay (D’Elia et al. 2019), which indicates
that the start of the afterglow emission is rather early
even if T90 is longer. The Fermi-LAT also observed
the GRB since the beginning, and clearly detected GeV
emission. The emission has a peak around 6 s after the
BAT trigger, followed by the monotonous decay without
any irregular variability as in hard X-rays. It was con-
cluded that the afterglow component became dominant
already ∼7 s after the BAT trigger (Ajello et al. 2019).
The GCN Notice alert was sent only 22 seconds after
the BAT trigger, thus the followup observations could
be performed only after the afterglow became dominant.

3.1. MAGIC observation

MAGIC started the observation of the GRB 50 s after
the BAT trigger, which was well within T90 but already
in the afterglow phase. The time the telescope took to
slew to the source was 28 s, which was almost the longest
possible time due to the observation previously executed.
The zenith angle of the telescope was about 56 degrees
in the beginning, and getting larger as the source was
setting. The other systems of the telescopes worked very
well, which enabled us to take data only 7 s after the
start of the tracking the source. After stabilization of
the data taking for 5 s (including a safety margin of a
few s), we have taken valid data 62 s after the onset of
the burst. The observational conditions were good but
with a moderate moonlight, which needs to be taken into
account in the analyses.

The preliminary online analysis clearly showed a very
significant signal over 20 times the standard deviation of
the cosmic-ray background (Mirzoyan et al. 2019). The
gamma-ray event rate in the first minute reached about
100 times of that of Crab Nebula at 300 GeV.

The offline analyses were performed with the stan-
dard analysis package in MAGIC. However, the analy-
sis method cannot be the standard due not only to the
high night sky background by the moderate moonlight,
but also to the nature of the GRB emission. The be-
ginning of the obtained data contained a large fraction
of the gamma-ray events, thus a few special checks were
needed to confirm the validity of the data in the first
seconds. The standard method for data taken under
moonlight is not optimized to reduce the energy thresh-
old, and in order to do it we needed to generate a new
set of Monte Carlo simulation of gamma-ray events with
the same condition as in the observation. Finally, the
obtained spectrum was very steep (soft) and required a
special care in its unfolding.

3.2. Results

Figure 1 is the obtained light curve corrected for the
EBL attenuation (MAGIC Coll. 2019). The MAGIC
light curve showed a monotonic decay up to 2400 s after

Fig. 1. Light curve of GRB 190114C observed by MAGIC, together

with those by Swift-XRT and Fermi-LAT (MAGIC Coll. 2019).

the onset of the burst, with a spectral softening with
time2. Its energy flux is just a few times less than those
of X-ray and GeV satellites, which means that the VHE
gamma rays are conveying a significant fraction of the
energy of afterglow emission.

Figure 2 is the obtained spectral energy distribution
integrated for 2400 s (MAGIC Coll. 2019). The ob-
served spectrum (before the EBL correction) has a spec-
tral index of −5.43, due to the large EBL attenuation
of more than two orders of magnitude around TeV ener-
gies. The spectrum after the EBL correction is consistent
with a simple power-law function with a spectral index
of −2.2, without any sign of spectral break up to 1 TeV.
This unfolded spectrum is used to estimate the signifi-
cance of gamma rays in TeV energies, and it reached 2.5
times the standard deviation beyond 1.1 TeV. Thus, we
claim the first detection of gamma rays over TeV from
any GRB to date.

Fig. 2. Spectral energy distributions of the observed and the EBL–

corrected gamma-ray events (MAGIC Coll. 2019).

*2 It is consistent without any spectral evolution. See Sec. 4.



Fig. 3. Energy of the unfolded gamma-ray events with respect to

their arrival time (MAGIC Coll. 2019).

Figure 3 shows the energy of the gamma-ray events
with respect to their arrival time. Two curves in the
plot are indicating the evolution of the maximum photon
energy from electron synchrotron emission in the stan-
dard afterglow theory. The dotted curve corresponds to
the constant interstellar medium case, while the dashed
the stellar wind case. Both are assuming an extreme
condition of the blast wave kinetic energy of 3 × 1055

erg as well as low density of the ambient medium. It
is clear from the plot that the gamma-ray events that
MAGIC detected cannot be attributed to the electron
synchrotron emission that is the origin of the afterglow
at other wavelengths such as X-rays and below. A simi-
lar study for GeV emissions by Fermi-LAT used only a
few events and thus was not conclusive (Ackermann et al.
2014). We claim the first clear detection of a component
beyond the electron synchrotron emission.

4. Discussions

There is a caveat to be taken into account when we inter-
pret the above data. Since the observed spectrum is very
steep, the EBL-corrected spectrum is affected by the sys-
tematic errors in the spectral reconstruction, due mainly
to the light scale uncertainty, the difference among the
EBL models and the unfolding methods. We have stud-
ied it with a conservative assumption of a 15% uncer-
tainty due to the light scale. The systematic error of
the power-law index is derived to be +0.21 − 0.26, on
top of the statistical error of +0.23 − 0.25. The error
is correlated also with the error of the energy flux. The
spectral evolution, such as a marginal softening seen in
Fig.1, should be discussed with a special care due to the
systematic error mentioned above. The spectral evolu-
tion is discussed in a separated paper (MAGIC Coll. et
al. 2019), which is out of the scope of this contribution
(see e.g. Inoue et al. in this conference).

As a prospect for the future, we discuss how the VHE
GRBs are special. The fluence of GRB 190114C indi-
cates that it is one of the brightest GRBs, due mainly

to its proximity. The isotropic-equivalent total energy is
about a half of the monster GRB 130427A, which resides
within the top 10% of all the GRBs. However, the rest
of the properties are not peculiar. After the first VHE
detection report from GRB 190114C, H.E.S.S. Collabo-
ration also reported a weak VHE emission from a GRB
in the archive (Abdalla et al. 2019). The GRB 180720B
is also very bright and close enough (z = 0.65) to be
detected. H.E.S.S. reported another VHE gamma-ray
detection from a low-luminosity but very nearby GRB
190829A at z = 0.0785 (de Naurois et al. 2019). Think-
ing together with the hint from Short GRB 160821B (In-
oue et al. 2017), we can draw a tentative conclusion that
the VHE GRBs (quasi-)discovered so far are just close
enough to be detected, irrespective of their types. The
number of samples are not large, and we need to collect
more data from VHE GRBs in order to obtain a firm
conclusion. The discovery of VHE emission from GRB
190114C provided us with the beginning of a new era of
GRB studies, using the current and future IACTs, such
as the Cherenkov Telescope Array.
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